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BIRTH 1991

E D U C AT I O N
2014-2017

Bachelor of Computer Science
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden
2011-2012

Mobile Design & Development
Hyper Island, Karlskrona, Sweden
2007-2010

Social Sciences with a focus on Economics
ProCivitas Privata Gymnasium, Helsingborg, Sweden.
Upper Secondary School.

WORK EXPERIENCE
2015-2016

Teaching Assistant for the course Program Design and Data Structures
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

Only select students with the highest grades are selected to tutor for the course Program Design and Data Structures
The task at hand is to provide advice and judgement of the students solutions during the various labs throughout the
course. As a Teaching Assistant I was able to improve my tutoring ability and further strengthen my functional
programming skills. Needless to say I’m quite fond of the functional paradigm and the raw algorithmic focus that it
offers over other paradigms.
2013-Present

Front-End Developer

Giv Akt Skåne AB, Malmö, Sweden
Following my internship at Makalu Interactive I was hired as a Front-End Developer at Giv Akt. Using JavaScript
frameworks such as AngularJS and React I produced front-ends for a variety of different web sites. My proudest and
most meaningful work include the websites www.glasvasen.se → (nominated in 2013 for the well-known Swedish award
“Svenska Designpriset”), www.smartmedmat.se → and www.stockholmcontinental.se →. For each of these websites I
did a majority to all of the front-end related work, the wireframing/prototyping, interaction as well as the actual designs.
During my last major project (www.smartmedmat.se →) I started to realise that my true passion was not in website
visuals but rather in the algorithmic. I wanted to explore it further and thus I applied for a bachelor of Computer Science
and Uppsala and began a new chapter in my life. I’m still employed by Giv Akt and occasionally perform smaller tasks.

2012

Web Intern

Makalu Interactive, Marbella, Spain
Upon completion of my studies at Hyper Island I was contacted and offered an internship at Makalu Interactive. Makalu
Interactive is a small web development team located in Marbella, Spain. Some of their most prestigious clients include
the likes of Google, Virgin America and O’Reilly.
I spent most of my internship producing wireframes and prototyping various interactive interfaces. All in supervision and
tight collaboration with my talented mentor Alex Bendiken from whom I learned a great deal. Most of these designs I
produced either with vector drawing software or simply by pen and paper. A select few even went into production and
developed in Javascript and HTML. A small case study of one of these projects is still featured on Makalu's website → .

LANGUAGES
S W EDI SH

native proficiency

ENG LIS H

professional working proficiency

F R EN CH

beginner proficiency

